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We construct, under CH, a homogeneous Boolean algebra A such that A has a countable dense 
subalgebra and cardinality w, and the automorphism group of A is not simple. Under MA + w, < 2”, 
the automorphism group of such an algebra is simple. Moreover, we prove that the automorphism 
group of any infinite free Boolean algebra is simple. 
Introduction 
In the list [3] of problems on Boolean algebras by v. Douwen, Monk and Rubin, 
Question 1 was whether the automorphism group of a homogeneous Boolean algebra 
(BA for short) is simple. We give a partial answer to this question: 
Theorem. (CH) There is a homogeneous BA A such that IAl = w,, A has a countable 
dense subalgebra and Aut(A) is not simple. 
Here Aut(A) denotes the automorphism group of A, IAl the cardinality of A, and 
A is called homogeneous if A is infinite and each relative algebra A r a = 
{x E A 1 x s a} for a E A, a > 0, with the partial order induced by A, is isomorphic 
to A. A subset D of A is dense in A if for each a E A+ = A\(O) there is some d E D 
such that 0 < d c a. CH is the continuum hypothesis 2” = w,. 
The background for Question 1 in [3] was the fact that for several homogeneous 
BA’s A, Aut(A) is known to be simple. More precisely, in [l] a topological criterion 
is given by Anderson which, when applied to Stone spaces of homogeneous BA’s, 
often shows the simplicity of their homeomorphism groups. E.g. simplicity of Aut(A) 
is explicitly shown in [l] for A the free BA on w generators and implicitly for A 
homogeneous and a-complete. By essentially the method of [l], it was proved in 
[6] by Kemmerich and Richter that Aut(A) is simple if A is a homogeneous interval 
algebra and in [2] by Brenner that Aut(A) is simple for a homogeneous tree algebra. 
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Possibly a homogeneous A with non-simple Aut(A) can be constructed in ZFC, 
but the somewhat sharper statement of our Theorem is not provable in ZFC: 
Proposition ttt1. (MA) Assume A is homogeneous, IAl < 2” and A has a dense counlable 
subalgebra. Then Aut(A) is simple. 
Here MA denotes Martin’s axiom, i.e. MA, for each K < 2” in the terminology 
of [5]. 
Both this and the following proposition are consequences of Anderson’s criterion. 
To our best knowledge, the proof of Proposition 2 presented here is the first correct 
one. 
Proposition 2. Aut(A) is simple for every infinite free BA A. 
After having seen a first version of this paper, v. Douwen [4] discovered the 
surprising fact that in a model of set theory constructed by Shelah (see [S]), the 
automorphism group of the homogeneous algebra P(w)/fin is not simple: here fin 
is the ideal of finite subsets of w. Moreover, the lattice of normal subgroups can be 
completely described. Unfortunately, the construction of Shelah’s model is extremely 
complicated. Note that CH fails in this model; in fact, CH implies that Aut( P(w)/fin) 
is simple. 
In Section 1, we state Anderson’s criterion and sketch how it implies the simplicity 
of Aut(A) as far as the proof motivates our proof of the Theorem. We then prove 
Propositions 1 and 2. In Section 2, we give the proof of the Theorem modulo three 
technical lemmas which are the hard core of the Theorem. In Sections 3 to 5, we 
prove those lemmas. 
It should be pointed out that the proofs of the first two of these, Lemmas A and 
B, look really messy but their assertion will be quite obvious to anybody familiar 
with inductive constructions in countable structures; hence the reader might skip 
the proofs at first reading. The main argument of the paper is then the proof of 
Lemma C which reduces a topological assumption to a combinatorial one about 
free groups. The latter leads to a contradiction by an idea motivated by the possibility 
of conceiving a group G which is free over U c G as a tree-let (g, h) E E iff h = ug 
or h = u-‘g for some u E U; the graph (G, E) is then a tree in the sense of graph 
theory. 
For a BA A, St(A) denotes the Stone space of A; for a Boolean space X, Clap(X) 
is the BA of clopen subsets of X. By Stone duality, we shall often tacitly shift from 
algebraic to topological considerations and vice versa. Hence nearly everything 
concerning the action of automorphism on BA’s will be expressed topologically. 
In particular, we denote the homeomorphism group of a Boolean space X by 
Aut(X) and cal its elements automorphism of X although, for A= Clap(X), 
Aut(X) is not isomorphic but anti-isomorphic to Aut(A). Of course, Aut(X) is 
simple iff Aut(A) is. 
For set-theoretical notions, see [5]. 
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I want to express my gratitude to M. Richter and M. Rubin for discussions on 
the topic of this paper. In fact, the idea that a homogeneous BA with non-simple 
automorphism group should exist was first brought to my mind by M. Rubin, and 
he pointed out to me how to prove the main theorem assuming CH-my original 
proof used Jensen’s principle. 
1. Some simple automorphism groups 
In this section, let X be a Boolean space and A = Clap(X). We call X algebraically 
homogeneous if A is homogeneous, i.e. if every a E A\{@} is homeomorphic to X. 
Let At = A\(B) and, for g E Aut(X) 
w is the set of non-negative integers, Z the set of integers. For Y s X, cl X is the 
topological closure of Yin X. We call the following condition Anderson’s criterion: 
(A) For each a E A+, there are p, (T E Aut(X) and a disjoint sequence (a,),,, in 
A’ satisfying: 
(1) GlS% 
(2) supp P G a, P(4) = %+I, 
(3) supp aG cl(u,,w %I), 
a(x) = 
for x E a,, 
for x E a2n+l, 
for xE u2n, n > 0, 
(4) for g, E Aut(X) such that supp g, c a,, there is some g E Aut(X) such that 
suPP g E cl(Untw a,) and g(x) = p”g&“(x) for x E a,. 
The following theorem and its proof are from [l]. 
Anderson’s theorem. Suppose X is algebraically homogeneous and satisfies Anderson’s 
criterion. Then Aut(X) is simple. 
Sketch of proof. Let h l Aut(X)\{id} and goEAut(X); we show that g, is in the 
normal subgroup N of Aut(X) generated by h. We may assume that g, # id. 
Let M be the set of those f~ Aut(X) such that suppf~ (Y for some (Y E A\(X). 
We can assume that g, E M. For, pick (Y E At such that (Y n g,( cr) = 0, LY u g,(a) # X. 
Then both 
s = go r a u g0’ r go(a) u id 1 X\(a u gd~)), 
where g, r (Y is the restriction of g, to LY, etc., and t = sg, are in M, so it suffices to 
prove M G N to conclude gOE N. 
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Pick a E A+ such that a n h(a) = 0, hence K’(a) n u = 0, choose p, U, a, by (A). 
By g, E A4 and algebraic homogeneity of X, we may assume that supp g, 5 a,; choose 
g by condition (4) in (A). Define 
u = (K’g_‘h)g, U = (h-‘ah)p-1. 
Both u = h~‘(g~‘hg) and 
w = (6’Ciu)u 
are in N. But w = g,; this follows by straightforward computations using the fact that 
i 
g(x) for x E cl l_! a, 
( ) 
, 
ntw 
u(x) = h-‘g-‘h(x 1 for xEcl(i hpl(n,)), 
v(x) = 
I 
?:(x) 
otherwise, 
:::I,(, h-‘(a,)), 
X otherwise. 0 
The essential condition (4) in Anderson’s criterion says that certain partial 
automorphisms (namely lJ,,, p”g,p-“) can be extended to X. Note that for a 
locally compact space T,-space U, every automorphism of U is extendible to the 
one-point compactification ffU of U. 
Lemma 1. Suppose that X is algebraically homogeneous and has a point p with a 
countable neighbourhood base. Then X satisfies Anderson’s criterion and Aut(X) is 
simple. 
Proof. By assumption on p, there is a disjoint sequence (an)ntL in A+ such that 
X\(p)= u %. 
ncz 
so x = a(U,,z a,). To check (A), by homogeneity of X it suffices to consider 
a = X. Let then p E Aut(X) such that ~(a,) = a,,,; this is possible again by 
homogeneity. u and, for g, satisfying supp g,s a,, g exist by X = (~(u,,,z a,). 0 
It is immediate that the conclusion of Lemma 1 also holds if, for some p E X, 
X\{ p} is the union of a disjoint family of clopen sets. This and the characterization 
of ultrafilters in tree algebras given in [2] yields Brenner’s result that homogeneous 
tree algebras have simple automorphism groups. 
The argument of the following proof appears, in algebraic form, in [7]. 
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Proof of Proposition 1. Suppose that A = Clap(X) for a Boolean space X and that 
A0 is a dense countable subalgebra of A. We apply the topological form of Martin’s 
axiom to X which, by existence of AO, satisfies the countable chain condition. For 
each u E A, by density of A, in A and Zorn’s lemma, let A, u B, G A,, such that the 
elements of A,, u B,, are pairwise disjoint and 
u = cl(U A,), X\u = cl(‘.J &), 
so 
D,=UA,uB, 
is a dense open subset of X for u E A. By MA and IAl <2”, there exists some 
PE~--L,A D,. 
We check that {a E A,lp E a} is a countable neighbourhood base for p: let u be 
a neighbourhood of p in X. Since X is a Boolean space, w.1.o.g. u E A. Now p E U B, 
since p E X\u, so p E a E A, for some a E A,, and a E U. Lemma 1 then finishes the 
proof. 0 
Lemma 2. Suppose X is algebraically homogeneous and is homeomorphic to Y x CYW 
where Y is a Boolean space and w has the discrete topology. Then Xsutisjies Anderson’s 
criterion and Aut(X) is simple. 
Proof. By homogeneity of X, X is homeomorphic to X+X (the disjoint union 
of two copies of X). So we may assume X = Y x Z and Z = Z, u Z, where 
z~={-co}u{. . , -2, -l}, z,={o,1,2,...}u{+a?} 
are homeomorphic to CYW. We prove (A) for a =X. Put 
a, = Y x(n) 
for 0~ n < w. Let CT, be the automorphism of Z such that 
aO(x) =x for x E Z,u {+co}, a,(O) = 1, 
a0(2n+1)=2n+3, c0(2n+2)=2n (n>O), 
and let u = id,, x uO. Similarly, define p0 on Z by 
PO(X) =x for x E {+a, -a}, 
po(n)=n+l for nEZ, 
and let p=id,xp,. 
Now suppose supp gOs a,, so g, maps a0 into itself. Let $ be the automorphism 
of Y satisfying 
g”(Y, 0) = ($(Y), 0) 
for y E Y Then 
g=id.,,,u(rCIxid,,) 
proves condition (4) of (A). Cl 
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Proof of Proposition 2. This is equivalent to simplicity of Aut(2’) where I is any 
infinite set and 2’ the generalized Cantor space. Let I,, be a subset of I of power 
w. Then 
since 2’0 x aw is a Boolean space without isolated points and with weight o. It 
follows that 
and Lemma 2 applies. 0 
2. A non-simple automorphism group 
The construction in the proof of our Theorem is motivated by two ideas which 
are also relevant to the proof of Anderson’s theorem. The first one is how to find 
a non-trivial normal subgroup of Aut(X). 
For the rest of this paper, call t E Aut(X) a transposition if there are disjoint a, 
b in A = Clap(X) such that 
t(a) = b, t2 = id, suppt=aub. 
Let Trp(X) or Trp be the set of all transpositions and let T(X) be the set of finite 
products of elements of Trp(X). Now Trp contains idx, and t ~Trp, cp E Aut X 
imply t-‘, ‘ptcp-’ E Trp, so T(X) is a normal subgroup of Aut(X) which is non-trivial 
if Aut(X) is non-trivial. In fact, for algebraically homogeneous X, T(X) is the 
smallest non-trivial normal subgroup of Aut(X). For it is easily checked that any 
two transpositions with supports different from 0 and X are conjugate in Aut(X), 
so it suffices to show that for h E Aut(X)\{id}, the normal subgroup iV generated 
by h contains a transposition of this type. Let a E A+ such that h(a) n a = 0 and let 
T E Trp be such that supp T = a ; put 
By t = h . (K’T-I), t E N. By t = (/E-K’) . T, t is a product of transpositions with 
disjoint supports h(a) and a, so t E Trp. We shall therefore try to make T(X) f 
Aut(X). 
The next idea is easier described algebraically. We shall construct a chain (A,),,,, 
of BA’s such that A = IJ,,,, A, works for the theorem. To get A homogeneous, 
we need Aut(A) ‘large’, i.e. we have to extend enough automorphisms of A, to A. 
On the other hand, if Aut(A) is ‘too large’, i.e. if enough automorphisms g required 
in (4) of (A) exist, then Aut(A) will be simple. 
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For I/ 5 Aut(X), let Loc( U) be the set of those f~Aut(X) such that S is 
representable as 
where n e w, g,, . . . , g, E U, and both a,, . . . , a, and g,(a,), . . . , g,(a,) form clopen 
partitions of X. Equivalently, by compactness of X, f~ Loc( U) iff for each x E X 
there is a neighbourhood v of x and some g E U such that fr u = g 1 z’. 
Let us identify for a moment Aut(A,) with Aut(St A,) etc. If each u E U, c 
Aut(A,) extends to A, then clearly each f E Loc( Ua) extends to A, i.e. each f glued 
together from finitely many elements of U,. But the automorphisms g required in 
(4) of (A) are glued together from infinitely many elements of Aut(X). So we try 
to extend certain U,, s Aut(A,) and to kill certain h & Loc(G,) where G, is the 
subgroup of Aut(A,) generated by U,. This can be done since, by existence of a 
countable dense subalgebra of Clap(X) and CH, Aut(X) has power 2” = w,. 
Moreover, to ensure T(X) # Aut(X), we let the elements of LJ, operate on St(A,) 
as freely as possible. This gives rise to the following definitions. 
For any set U, F( U) is the group freely generated by U; we assume Us F( U) 
and think about the elements of F( U) as being reduced words over U. If Us Aut(X) 
for a Boolean space X, let 
* : F(U) + Aut(X) 
be the group homomorphism extending id”. We say that U operates almost without 
fixed points on X or that U is awf on X if, for any w # 1 in F(U), the open subset 
supp w* of X is dense in X. In particular, w” # id, and * is a monomorphism. We 
sometimes call some U c Aut( D) for a BA D awf on D if the set of automorphisms 
of X = St(D) corresponding to U is awf on X. 
Suppose D is a dense subalgebra of some BA E. We identify the completions D 
of D and I? of E with the regular open algebra RO(X) of X = St(D), in particular 
we assume D c E G D. Each u E Aut(D) has exactly one extension to D which we 
denote by U, too, and at most one to E; this happens iff E is closed w.r.t. U, uPi. 
If U z Aut(D) is awf on D and each u E U extends to E, then U is awf on E. 
We need three lemmas. 
Lemma A. Let X be a Boolean space such that A = Clap(X) is countable and atomless, 
let B, YE A\{& X}, let Us Aut(X) be countable and awf on X. Then there is some 
h~Aut(X)\Usuchthath(B)=yundUu{h}isawfonX. 
Lemma B. Let X, A, U as in Lemma A and let G be the subgroup of Aut(X) generated 
by U. Let Ws RO(X)\A be countable. Suppose h gAut(X)\Loc(G). Then there is 
some r E RO(X) such that the smallest subalgebra A’ of RO(X) including A u {r} 
and closed w.r. t. to G is disjoint from h(r) u W. In particular, if D is a subalgebra of 
RO(X) satisfying A’G Ds RO(X) and h(r)@ D, then (the automorphism of A 
corresponding to) h does not extend to D. 
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Lemma C. Let X be a Boolean space and suppose U c Aut(X) is awf on X and 
generates G c Aut(X). Then no element of U is aproduct ofjnitely many transpositions 
in Trp(X) A Lot(G). 
We call an increasing chain (M,),,,I of sets continuous if Mh = Uueh M, for 
limit ordinals h < wi. 
Proof of the Theorem. Let A0 be a countable atomless BA and B its completion. 
We construct a sequence 
such that: 
(1) (A,),<,, is an increasing continuous sequence of countable subalgebras of 
B-hence A, is dense in A, for (Y < p ; 
(2) ( waL<q is an increasing continuous sequence of countable subsets of B 
satisfying A, n W, = 0; 
(3) (Pa)&, is an increasing continuous sequence of countable ordinals; 
(4) U,=(u ap p<p, z Aut(A,) is awf on A,; for fixed p <w,, the sequence ) 
(%3)P==P, of automorphisms of subalgebras of B is increasing and continuous. 
Since A0 is dense in B, there are only \B~“\o’ = 2” = w, automorphisms of B, say 
Aut( B) = {h, ( a < w,, a odd}. 
Let A, be defined as above and W,=@, pO= 0. For limit ordinals A, define Ah, W,, 
ph, U, by continuity. Suppose A,, W,, par U, have been defined. 
If cy is even, apply Lemma A to guarantee that U,,,, A, is shown to be 
homogeneous by U defined below. More precisely, pick b, c E A,\{O, 1) by a suitable 
bookkeeping device and put A,,, = A,, W,,, = W,, pa+, = pm + 1, u,,,,,~ = uap for 
P <pa and let u,+~,~, by Lemma A be an automorphism of A, mapping b to c and 
such that U,,, is still awf an A,. 
Now let LY be odd and consider h, E Aut B. We consider four cases. 
Case 1. h, does not map A, into itself. 
Then pick aEA, such that h,(a)$AA,; let A,+l=A,, Wet,= W,u{h,(a)}, 
Pa+1 = Pm, U a+* = u,. 
Case 2. hi’ does not map A, into itself. 
Proceed as in Case 1, with h, replaced by hi’. 
If Cases 1 and 2 fail, h, 1 A, is an automorphism of A,. 
Case 3. h, 1 A, E Aut(A,)\Loc(G,), where G, is the subgroup of Aut(A,) gener- 
ated by U,. 
Choose r E B\A, by Lemma B such that the smallest subalgebra Aa+, of B 
including A, u {r} and closed under G, is disjoint from W, u {h,(r)}; then let 
W a+~ = W, u {h(r)), P~+~ = pa, u,+,,~ = the unique extension of ump to A,+,. 
Case 4. h, r A, E Loc(G,). 
Let A,+, = A,, W,+, = W,, P~+~ = pa, U,+, = U,. 
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Put A = IJ,,,, A,, W =U,,,, W,, and p =sup,,,, pa; for /3 <p, let up = 
u %3. Let U = {up I/3 < p} and let G be the subgroup of Aut( A) generated by U. 
Tht?U is awf on A, and A is homogeneous. Moreover, Aut(A) = Loc( G): let 
cp E Aut(A) and let h,, (Y odd, be the extension of cp to B. In the construction of 
A a+,, Cases 1,2 and 3 fail: they imply that h, 1 A, is not extendible to an automorph- 
ism of A, since A n W = 0. So by Case 4, h, 1 A, E Loc( G,); by denseness of A, in 
A, this shows cp = h, r AE Lot G. 
By Lemma C, we have T(X) # Aut(X) for X = St(A) since U n T(X) = 0. So 
Aut(A) is not simple and IAl = w,, since IAl = w would imply simplicity of Aut(A) 
by 111. 17 
3. Proof of Lemma A 
In both Lemma A and Lemma B we construct a countable object (an automorphism 
of a countable BA, an ideal in a countable BA which corresponds to TE RO(X)) 
satisfying countably many requirements. This could be done by an induction of 
countable length but would involve a lot of bookkeeping devices. We therefore 
prefer to give a forcing-style proof and use the notation of [5, p. 1391. Our set 9 of 
dense subsets of P will be specified in the proofs and always be countable. 
For the proof of Lemma A, let X, A, /3, y be given and let P be the set of finite 
partial automorphisms (isomorphisms of finite subalgebras) p of A satisfying p(p) = 
y, partially ordered by reverse inclusion. For a E A, both 
D dom,u ={qEPlaEdomql, Q,,,,={q~Pla~wql 
are dense in P since A is atomless. If F is a filter on P generic for these sets, then 
hF = LJ F will be an automorphism h of A such that h(P) = y. 
Let cp( h) be a statement involving h and let p E P. We say p IF cp (‘p forces cp’) if 
cp( hF) holds for each F which is generic for the sets Ddom+ Drge,a and contains p. 
Let G be the subgroup of Aut(X) generated by U and let W be the free product 
of G and an infinite cyclic group (2, . ), generated say by z. The elements of W are 
reduced words 
w=k;.. k,, (3.1) 
where ki E (G\{id}) u {z, z-l}, k, E G implies k,,, E! G, k, = z implies k,,, # zC’ etc. 
For hF = h and w as above, let 
w*=k*O., .ok* n 1, 
where k: = ki for ki E G, k: = h resp. hp’ for ki = z resp. z-‘, so w* E Aut(X). Let, 
for a E At and w # 1 as above, 
D,,,={qEPlfor some SEA+ such that c~sa, ql/--a. w*(cx)=O}. 
If each D,, is dense in P and F intersects each D,,., then h, proves our lemma. 
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Let p E P, we construct q E Ddw such that p c q. We may assume that Daw, is dense 
for each w’ E W of smaller length than w. Hence, by passing to some a’ E A such 
that 0 < a’~ a and to some p’s p, we assume that for each decomposition w = u . r * s 
of w into subwords such that r has smaller length than w, 
plk- r*(s*(a))ns*(a)=0; (3.2) 
for rE G, we here use the fact that U is awf on X. Put 
I={i~{l,...,n}\k~~G}, 
J={i)ki=z}, K = {i) k, = z-l}. 
Let a,, . . . , ak be the atoms of dom p and b,, . . . , bk the atoms of rge p. Pick x E a 
and, by induction, xi E X for 0 s is n such that 
x0=x, 
Xi # XI’ for i < i’, (i, i’) # (0, n), (3.3) 
Xi = ki(xi_1) for iE1; 
xj E 
b, ifiEJand Xi_lEaj, 
aj if iE K andXi_,E bj; 
(3.4) 
xnfxo; (3.5) 
(3.3) can be satisfied because of (3.2) and (3.5) since n-l, n are not both in I. 
Then choose clopen neighbourhoods yi of Xi satisfying 
y0E a, yi n yir = 0 for i < i’, 
(3.6) 
aj !Z ci Yb b,Gfi yi forjskk; 
i=O i=O 
yi = ki( y[-,) for i c I, 
y; c aj (resp. bj) if xi E + (resp. bj). 
(3.7) 
Let, for i E J u K, 
LyIZ z-1 pi’;;, &=(” 
1, Yi-1 3 
and let q be the smallest partial automorphism of A extending 
pu{(~ivPi)IiEJuKl. 
The existence of q is proved by the following argument: the sets cr, (i E J u K) are 
pairwise disjoint since w was reduced; the same holds for the sets &. So we have 
to check 
cwi~aj=O iff pinbj=B, (3.8) 
(X\ Gai)na,=M iff (X\ kPi)nh,=O: (3.9) 
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but this is guaranteed by (3.4), (3.7), (3.6). It follows by induction on i that 
q IF kf 0 . . ‘0 kT( Yo) = Yi 
for 0 s is n. Hence, for (Y = yO, q forces that w*( cz) = -yn, a set disjoint from y0 = (Y. 
4. Proof of Lemma B 
Let X, A, U, G, W, h as stated in the lemma. We work in the regular open algebra 
RO(X) of X and denote its Boolean operations by +, ., -, 0, 1, 1, fl. Each 
g E Aut(X) gives rise to an automorphism of RO(X) which is also denoted by g, 
namely g(r) = M ) I x x E r}. For given r E RO(X), we let A’be the smallest subalgebra 
of RO(X) including Au {r} and closed under G. Since h g Loc( G), fix some x E X 
such that for no neighbourhood a of x, h r a coincides with some g 1 a, g E G. Let 
P={(p,a)Ip,a~A, p’ v=O, xr?p+t} 
be partially ordered by (p’, (T’) s (p, a) iff, in A, p s p’ and (T < u’. For c E A, let 
D,= {(P,&PlC~Pffl) 
i 
ifx@ c, 
< 
{(p,(~)EPIp.c,u.c>O} ifxEc. 
We clearly have: 
Lemma 3. DC is dense in P for each c E A. 
If F is a filter on P generic for these DC, let 
rF = U{P I b, a) E Fl, SF = U {a I h ~1 E Fl. 
We then have X = r, u sF u{x} and cl(rF) n cl(s,) ={x}, which shows that rF, 
sF E RO(X) and sF = -rF. 
Call, for Lemma 4, 
R = (g,, . . . , gn, (~e)eE, 6) 
a representation if n E w, g,, . _ . , g, are pairwise distinct elements of G, E = 
{EIE:{l,..., n}~{+1,-1}},a,~Afor~~Eand6~E.Forr~RO(X),s=-r,~~E, 
let then 
PF = ii gi(&, . r) = n C(r) * n k%(S). 
i=l F,=+l c,=-l 
For fixed w E W, pick y E X such that y E cl(w) n cl( - w) ; this is possible since w is 
not clopen. Let then cp( r) (more precisely, cp( R, w, y, r)) be the following statement: 
‘w = C aPpe and y E cl(a,p,)‘. 
FFE 
Note that if r E RO(X), w E A’ and y E cl(w), there is certainly a representation R 
satisfying cp (R, w, y, r). 
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By p IF G’(r) we mean, as in Section 3, that (L(rF) holds for each filter F on P 
intersecting all sets D, and containing p. 
Lemma 4. For w E W, y E cl(w) n cl( - w), R a representation, 
D wRy={qEPIqI~7(r)l 
is dense in P. 
Proof. Let p = (p, m) E P and put 
7=-(p+cr). 
Define e: (1, . . . , n}+{O, +l, -l} by 
( 
+1 ifY E gi(P), 
ei = -1 ifyEg,(a), 
0 ifyEg,(r). 
If, for some i, leil = 1 and ei # a,, then p IF lcp( r). For, assume ei = -1, 6, = +l ; the 
case ei = +l, 6; = -1 is similar. Then y E gi(g), so p forces y E g,(s), ye cl(g,(r)). By 
ai = +l, p forces ps c g:(r), yg cl(ps), and iv(r). 
If y @ as, then p It lcp( r) again. We assume y E a, n cl(-w) and get a contradiction. 
Pick z E X ‘close to y’ such that 
zEa,n-w, z g {g,(x), . . . , g,(x)), 
ZE gi(P) (resp. gi(a)* gi(T)) iff YE gi(P) (resp. gi(a), gi(T)), (4.1) 
g;‘(z), . . . . , g;‘(z) pairwise distinct. 
(4.1) can be satisfied since U is awf on X and g,, . . . , g, E G are distinct, so the 
set of z E X satisfying (4.1) is dense and open. Now let (Y E A be a neighbourhood 
of z which is so small that 
Put 
aSag. -w, g,(x), . . ., g,(x) .@ a, 
a G gi(P) ifl YE gi(P) (resp. a, T), 
g,‘(Q), . . ., g,‘(a) pairwise disjoint. 
Then q = (p’, a’) is in P: e.g., D. g;‘(a) = 0 for ei = 0, ai = +1 holds since, for these 
i, we have yEgi(T), CX<gi(T), a.gi(u)=& We show that qlt-‘p(r)+ 
(O<cxswn-w)‘, hence qlt-lcp(r). For, clearly (YG-w and (~<a,. We prove 
q IF cr s ps, hence q It- ‘cp( r) + a s w’. To see this, let lsisn. If ei=i3,=+l, then 
YE gi(P), asgi(p) and qlEctsg,(r). Similarly, if e,=&=-I, qlkacg,(s). If 
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e, = 0, & = +l, then g;‘(a) G p’, (Y G gi(p’), q IF (Y S g,(r). Similarly, if ei = 0, & = -1, 
then q IF as g,(s). 0 
For the purpose of Lemma 5, call 
S = (g,, . . . , g,, (%)?=EE, a, &) 
a representation if g, E, up are as in R above, E,s E and a E A. Let then $(r), 
more precisely $(S, r), be the conjunction of the statements 
‘h(r)= c a,& 
FEE 
‘h(x) E 4PE)’ for E E E,,, 
‘h(x) E a and a. pc = 0’ for E & EO. 
Lemma 5. For each representation S, 
is dense in P. 
Proof. Let p = (p, a) E P and assume that there is no extension q of p in &. We 
sometimes write ‘w.l.o.g., p satisfies.. .’ if there is some p’sp satisfying. . . . Let 
r = -(p + a). Note that E0 is non-empty, since otherwise every q E P would force 
‘h(x)+?uEEE cl(p,)’ and hence l+(r). 
Claim 1. W.l.o.g., h(x)Eg,(p)+gi(v) for each iE{l,. . ., n} satisfying g,(x)# 
h(x). For let z=gy’hx, SO Z#X. If ZE~+U, then h(x)=gi(z)Eg,(p)+gi(c). If 
z E 7, pick (Y E A satisfying z E (Y and (Y n (au {x}) = 8. Then 
p’ = (p’, (T’) = (p + (Y, U) 
is an extension of p and h(x) E g,(p’). 
Define a partial function e from { 1, . . . , n} to {+l, -1) by 
+I e, := 
1 
if h(x) E g{(p), 
-1 if h(x) E g,(a). 
Assume, for simplicity, that { 1, . . . , n}\dom e = { 1, . . . , k}; by Claim 1, we have 
{l,..., n}\dome={l,..., k}={iIg,(x)=h(x)}. 
Claim 2. Each E E E0 satisfies e E E. Otherwise, assume .q = -1, e, = fl e.g. Then 
P forces: h(x) E gi(p) c gi(r), pF s gz(s). h(x) g c~(P,). 
Claim 3. Consider some E E E satisfying e c E and the element a E A given in S. 
W.l.o.g., p forces a . pF > 0. For let 
c = 7. h-‘(u) 
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and pick z E c which is close enough to x to satisfy 
gy’hz,..., gi’hz E c\{x} are pairwise distinct, 
h(z)Eg,(p) for e,=+l, iak+l, 
h(z)Eg,(u) for e,=-l,isk+l 
(4.2) 
(4.2) can be satisfied by the same argument as (4.1) above and g,‘hz E c by 
gy’hx = x E c for i G k. For i s k, pick a clopen neighbourhood (Y~ of g;‘hz such 
that (Yi c C\(X) and the ai are pairwise disjoint. Let p’= (p’, a’) where 
p’=P+C{~IIi~k,Ei=+l}, 
(T’=(T+C{LY;)~~~,E~=-~}. 
Then p’s p and p’lt-h(z)~anp,. For, h(z)Ea by ZEC. For isk and si=+l, 
gy’hz E cyi G p’, so p’ forces hz E g,(r). Similarly, p’ forces hz E gi(s) if i G k and 
E, = -1. For i2 k-t1 and ~~ = +l, we have ei = e, by ez E, so h(z)e gi(p) and p’ 
forces h(z) E g,(r). Similarly, p’ forces h(z) E g,(s) for is k+ 1, &i = ei = -1. 
By Claims 2 and 3, we now have 
E,={.sEE(ecs} 
(otherwise, p IF l+(r)). 
Let 
~+={E~.&+(x)~~,~, E_={EEE~]~(~)E--Q,}. 
Fix, for the rest of the proof, a clopen neighbourhood b of x satisfying 
b G i-, 
g,‘h(b) c r for is k, 
b G h-‘(q) for E E E+, 
bc hP’(-a,) for BEE_, 
bs h-‘g,(p) for i>k+l, ei=+l, 
bsh-‘g,(a) for izk+l, ei=-1; 
(4.3) can be satisfied since, for is k, g;‘hx = x. 
Claim 4. For t E b and E E E+, 
(4.3) 
tE{g;‘ht\isk,~,=+l}; (4.4) 
for tEb and EEE-, 
t E {g,‘ht 1 i G k, ei = -l}. (4.5) 
To prove (4.4), let E E E,. It is enough to prove (4.4) for each t in a dense open 
subset d of b, e.g. let 
d={tEbjg;‘ht,..., gi’ht pairwise distinct}. 
Suppose t E d but t E {g,‘ht ) is k, E, = +l}. 
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Case 1. t = g,:‘ht for some j G k satisfying sj = -1. Then pick pairwise disjoint 
clopen neighbourhoods cri of gi’ht (i G k) such that (Y, E T and let p’ = (p’, a’) where 
p’=~+C{cu~Ii~k,&~=+l}, a’=~+C{~i/i~kk,~i=-l}. 
Then 
and hence p’ IF l$( r), a contradiction. To see this, note t = g,-‘ht E a, s (T’ since 
&,=-l,sop’forcestEs,h(t)Eh(s).Next,h(t)Ea,since~EE+,tEb.BytEband 
E 2 e, we get 
h(t)E izk+c =+, gi(p)n ,&,I! =_, gi(P); 3 I 3 I 
for is k, e, = fl, we have gi’ht E cy , s p’, hence h(t) E g,(p’); similarly, for i G k, 
si=-1, we have h(t)Eg,(a’). Sop’lt h(t)Ep, andp’It‘$(r)+h(t)E h(r)‘. 
Case 2. t g {g,‘ht 11 s i G k}. Then pick disjoint clopen neighbourhoods (Y, of t 
and (Y, of gi’ht such that cri, LY, c T. Let p’= (p’, a’) where p’ is as in Case 1 and 
a’=a+C{aiIi<k,e,=-l}+a,. 
We then proceed as in Case 1: by t E a, s CT’, p’forces h(t)Eh(s),andp’It-‘$(r)+ 
h(t)E h(r)’ as in Case 1. 
Claim 5. For some is k, 
E+={FEE,,/E~=+~}, E-=(&E E,~E,=-1). 
For, let b, d be as in the proof of Claim 4 and pick t E d. By definition of d and 
Claim 4, there is a unique is k such that t = g;‘ht. Moreover, for this i, E E E, 
implies Ei = +l and E E E_ implies et = -1 (note that we can apply Claim 4 since 
E, u E- = E. is non-empty). So, 
E+G{EE E,)E,=+~}, E_L{~EE,,IE,=-~}. 
Since both E,, E_ and {EEEoI&i=+l}, {EEE~IE,=-~} are partitions of E,,, we 
get Claim 5. By E, = {F E E I e G F}, the i of Claim 5 is uniquely determined and the 
construction of i from t does not depend on t E d. 
The proof of Claim 5 shows that, for i as above, t = g;‘ht holds for each t E d, 
hence for each tE 6. So ht =git for each t in the neighbourhood b of x. This 
contradicts our choice of x from h and proves Lemma 5. 0 
To prove Lemma B, let F be a filter on P which is generic for the dense sets 
exhibited in Lemmas 3 to 5. Clearly, r = rF works for Lemma B. 
5. Proof of Lemma C 
Assume, with the notation of Lemma C, that 
t=rPO...Or,, (5.1) 
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where t E U and 7i E Trp(X) A Loc( G). We reduce this situation to a simpler one 
in several steps. 
If h is a permutation of some set Y and a, b E Y are such that b = h(a) and 
a n b = 8, define trp( h, a, b) by 
trp( h, a, b) = h r a u h-’ 1 b u id Y,(oub) 
and call it a transposition induced by h. 
Step 1. We may assume that each 7i has the form trp(g, cr, /3) for some g E G and 
(Y, p E A = Clap(X). For assume r E Loc( G) n Trp(X), e.g. let 
r=g,ru,u.. ’ u gk r uk 
show that T E Loc( G), and let 
7 = T r U u T-’ 1 b u idX,(aub) 
show that T E Trp(X). Then clearly 
where czj = a, n a, p, = g,( uj) n 6. 
Step 2. We may assume that U is finite and hence G is countable since only 
finitely many elements of G, hence of U, occur in (5.1). 
Step 3. Since U is awf on X, supp(g) is a dense open subset of X for g E G\{id}. 
By countability of G and Baire’s theorem, pick some point x which is in supp(g) 
for each g E G\{id} and let Y = {g(x)1 g E G}. Note that Y is closed under G and 
that the restriction to Y of a transposition induced by some g E G is a transposition 
induced by g 1 Y. The map assigning g(x) to g E G is a bijection from G onto Y 
and the action of G on Y corresponds to the action of G on itself by left- 
multiplication under this map, Denoting by mg the left-multiplication by g E G, we 
get from (5.1) and Step 1 the following relation on G: 
m,=trp(m++,, cp, d,)o. . .Otrp(mw,, cl, 4L (5.2) 
where w,, . . . , wp E G and c,, . . . , cp, d,, . . . , dP FE G. 
Step 4. We may assume that w,, . . . , wp E U in (5.2). For let w E G and a, b E G 
such that 
r = trp(m,, a, b) (5.3) 
is defined; we show that T is the product of transpositions of the form trp( m,, cr, p) 
where v E U and cr, p c G. Let 
w=u>. . . u;1, 
where ui E U and &i E {+l, -l}, be a reduced representation of w (remember G was 
free on U). Put 
Wi = u:2 . . . uf1 
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for 0s is n and 
B(x) = {wg . x, , . . ) w, * x) 
for x E G. 
To complete Step 4, we need the following lemma. 
Lemma 6. There is a partition G = U,,, A, of G into$nitely many parts such that for 
each j E J, x # y in Aj implies B(x) n B(y) = 0. 
Proof. Let 
Z={(i,j)lOSi<jSn} 
and, for z = (i,j) E Z, abbreviate wj by r and u/El . . . u:;+; = w, . WY’ by s. Since 
s E G\{id}, rn, is a permutation of G with only infinite orbits. Hence there is a 
partition G = A, u B, such that m, maps m,(A,) onto m,(B,) and m,( B,) onto 
m,(A,). Let then {A, Ij E J} be the common refinement of the (A,, B,), z E Z. i? 
Now for {A, IjE J} as in Lemma 6, trp(m,,, a, b) is the product of the pairwise 
commuting permutations trp(m,, a n A,, b n m,(A,)). Hence we may assume in (5.3) 
that B(x) n B(y) = 0 for x f y in a. 
For x E a, 0 S i C n, let then Xi = wi(x). Choose permutations n,, . . , rk of the set 
(0,. . . , n} such that, in the symmetric group of this set, 
(0, n) = %-k 0 * . .o T, 
andeach~,hastheform(i,i+l)forsomei~{O,...,~-l}.Forx,=(i,i+l)and 
&{+I = +l, let 
LYE = {xi 1 x E a}, P,={xi+lIXEa); 
forn,=(i,i+l)and&,+,=-1,let 
a;= fXi+lIXE al, P,={~,lxEal. 
Moreover, put U, = u,,, if r,=(i,i+l). We then have 
trp(m,, Ly,, Pj)Cxl) =X,,(r) 
for 1 d j s k, x E A, 0 s Id n ; here we use our disjointness assumption on the B(x). 
It follows that 
(trp(mol, ak, Pk) 0 * . . 0 tdm,,, aI, Pl))(xr) = x(~,~)(~) 
for x E a, 0 s 1 s n and hence that 
(trp(muk, ffk, Pk) 0 . . . ~tdm,,, aI, P,))(Y) = trp(m,, a, b)(y) (5.4) 
for each y E I._,,, B(x). But for y E G\U,,, B(x), (5.4) holds since both sides equal 
y. This completes Step 4. 
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After Step 4, we have 
m, =trp(m,, cP, d,) 0 . . * 0 w(m,,, cl, 4) 
where t, ui E U and ci, di c_ G. 
Let D be the set of those w E G such that the last letter of w (in reduced form) 
is t+’ and let F = G\D. So do= t E D and f0 = lc E F. We say a permutation 7~ of 
G respects (0, F, d,,f,) if 
(a) f~ F and r(f) = d E D imply f=fo, d = d, and r(d) =f 
(b) d E D and v(d) =f~ F imply d = do, f=fo and rr(f) = d. 
Clearly each m, where u E U\{ t} respects (0, F, d,,f,) since it maps D and F into 
itself: in particular, each transposition induced by m, respects (0, F, d,,f,). Also, 
each transposition induced by m, respects (0, F, d,,f,). Now if (T is a product of 
permutations of G respecting (0, F, d,,f,), then clearly n& = ncF, where 
%D = ({d E D 1 a(d) E RI, %G = i{fg F 1 df) E 011. 
But if u = m,, then n& = 0, nTF = 1, a contradiction. 
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